NOTES:
1. EXISTING VALVES AND/OR EXISTING MAIN = BEGINNING STATIONING = 0+00 - BEGIN NEW STATIONING AT ALL HYDRANT TEES, NEW MAIN TEES AND BLOW-OFFS.

2. NOTE TAP STATIONING AND END STATIONING IS FROM THE NEAREST TEE OR VALVE BACK.

3. MEASURE DISTANCE FROM MAIN TO SHUT OFF AND SHUT OFF (PROPERTY STOP) TO END OF 3/4"φ.

4. MEASURE DISTANCE FROM TAP TO A POINT OPPOSITE (AT 90°) THE PROPERTY STOP AND STATION THIS POINT. (EXAMPLE 2+10).

5. MEASURE DISTANCE FROM THIS POINT (ITEM #4) TO THE PROPERTY STOP (DISTANCE OUT AT 90°).

6. MEASURE DEPTH OF ALL SERVICES AND MAINS.